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Laura Pirie, AIA
Laura Pirie, AIA is the founder of Pirie Associates Architects in New
Haven CT, a multi-disciplinary design practice and an educator who
teaches at the Yale School of Architecture. Laura’s award-winning
practice is known for its high degree of craft, sensitivity to occupant
health and well-being, and timeless design solutions that evoke a
spirituallike connection to materials and place. Laura’s methodology
opens-up and demystifies the design process, inviting clients to be deeply
involved, which in turn expands their engagement with and appreciation
for the built environment.
Leonard Wyeth, AIA
Leonard Wyeth AIA CPHD came to Connecticut in 1977 for a chance
to work with Charles Moore’s East Coast Firm: Moore, Grover Harper.
He stayed and grew with the firm as it evolved into Centerbrook
Architects and gained experience in a broad variety of project types
from small houses to large institutions and Urban Planning. Through
the 1980’s and ‘90’s he was also involved in research of different
forms of insulation and taught adult education classes on passive
solar and similar environmentally sensitive building techniques.
During this period he received numerous design awards and was
widely published. In 2002 he opened Wyeth Architects llc and
continued his focus on design as well as research on energy issues.
His architectural practice continues to work on a wide range of project
types with an ever-increasing emphasis on land-use, low-energy and
environmental concerns. Wyeth Architects llc is now one of a very few
firms staffed with multiple certified Passive House Designers.
Michael B. Tyre, AIA
Michael B. Tyre, AIA serves as a Design Principal in Amenta
Emma’s Hartford office. His focus is on Academic and Workplace
Environments. and leading the firm’s Sustainability initiatives. Michael
helps clients translate their goals into thoughtful and impactful
architecture and oversees many of the firm’s major design projects.
His work at Amenta Emma has received national and international
recognition for design excellence. Prior to joining Amenta Emma,
Michael was the leader of both an architecture and design/build
practice, Tyre Studio Architects, and was the recipient of a 2014
AIA CT Design Award, and a 2012 Design Merit Award by the CT
Green Building Council. Prior experience includes serving as the
key designer and project manager with Lewis. Tsurumaki. Lewis
Architects for the Arthouse at the Jones Center in Austin, TX, winner
of an AIA NY Design Award and AIA TX Design Award. Michael holds
a Master of Architecture degree from Princeton University where he
also served as a Design Instructor, and a Bachelor of Design degree
from the University of Florida. Michael is a member of Connecticut
Green Building Council and serves on Connecticut AIA’s Design
Committee.
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Ming Thompson, AIA
Ming Thompson, AIA is co-founder of Atelier Cho Thompson, a
New Haven- and San Francisco based multidisciplinary practice
working between architecture, interiors, graphics, and strategy.
ACT’s work frequently blurs the boundaries between typologies, as
they draw inspiration from their work in schools, museums, offices,
restaurants, and homes around the world. Ming was a recipient of
the AIA Young Architect Award in 2020, and her firm has received
numerous national and regional design awards. ACT’s work has been
published in Architect, Contract, Arch Daily, Hospitality Design, and
Design Milk, among others. Educated at Yale College and the Harvard
Graduate School of Design, Ming has taught at the California College
of the Arts and has served on design juries around the U.S. Ming is a
first-year advisor at Yale and serves on the board of Yale-China.
Kevin S. Harrick, AIA
Kevin S. Herrick, AIA is an award-winning architect who has led the
design of transformative educational environments worldwide. This
inventive, national and international portfolio encompasses a broad
range of large and complex project types – college, university, science
and research – and agile solutions for Rutgers University, Sacred
Heart, MIT, University of Pittsburgh, UNC Charlotte and the Research
Institute at Nationwide Children’s Hospital. His experience also
expands internationally with campus planning and strategic solutions
at the University of Botswana, Shandong University in Qingdao,
China and Shantou University’s new Medical School Campus and
Nazarbayev University in Kazakhstan. A key member of The S/L/A/M
Collaborative leadership, he applies his creativity, inventive practice
approach and thoughtful solutions to issues facing the firm’s clients.
Involved in all aspects of project delivery, Kevin has a proven track
record for building strong design teams through leadership and
organization. He believes a holistic and integrated approach to
architecture—from client visioning, project management to technical
execution—contributes to a project’s success. Kevin received is
Bachelor of Architecture degree from Roger Williams University, and
is a member of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the Society
for College and University Planning (SCUP) and member of the CT/
AIA’s Design Committee. He’s also known to enjoy a round of golf
when time allows!
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ANDERSEN WINDOWS & DOORS
BOSTON LIGHT SOURCE
GZA
HEROICA CONSTRUCTION
HUBER ENGINEERED WOODS
MICROSOL RESOURCES

Thank you to our sponsors for their support
of this years Design Awards Event.

NORMAN JOSHUA PHOTOGRAPHY
OMNILITE
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
WKP CONSTRUCTION
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Thank you to all the firms that submitted the
following incredible projects this year.
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Community Preparatory School / Providence, RI
LLB Architects

A Market / Newport, RI
McGeorge Architecture Interiors

AIA Rhode Island

Fascitelli Center / Kingston, RI
Ballinger

LC Residence + Guest Cottage / East Bay, RI
McGeorge Architecture Interiors
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Urban Greens / Providence, RI
Truth Box, Inc

Coastal Residence / Little Compton, RI
DBVW Architects

Behavioral Healthcare Design / No Location
GMI Architects
Once the pieces are laid out, we explored
how to rethink an inpatient unit from the ground up
- literally. Redesigning a typical unit when taking into
account different treatment methods that are
successful in other medical environments, such as the
Greenhouse Model that has been developed
for skilled nursing facilities.

reimagining “state of the art”
Are There Alternative Concepts In Other Facility
Types?

Why does the Greenhouse® model seem to be
a successful solution for skilled nursing facility?

When we were asked if there was any new thinking
in the discipline of Behavioral Healthcare Design,
we looked beyond our particular discipline to
see if there have been significant developments
with other healthcare building types. We had not
been directly involved with the design of Skilled
Nursing Facilities, but became familiar with the
Greenhouse@ Model during Mr. Graham’s tenure
as a professor of architecture.

It’s important to realize that the Greenhouse®
model could not have transformed skilled
organizational
layoutconcomitant
- unit
nursing
facility design without
transformational changes in the staffing roles,
responsibilities, and care delivery methodology.
Unfortunately,
a
similar
philosophical
transformation did not occur at the state facility,
and the result is a building that does not resonate
with the care delivery methodology of the
8
existing staff.

In an advanced studio, Professor Graham and
his students discovered how the Greenhouse®
Model offered a significant departure from
conventional nursing homes, with an emphasis
on small 10 bed clusters of beds, anchored by
living, dining, and kitchen areas, where patients
could engage in a small homelike environment.
Another important aspect of this model
encouraged patients to have much greater
involvement with their treatment and decision
making along with more control of their personal
space.
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Typical “Neighborhood” Cluster at a State Facility

1 Facility Connection
The question we ask: Can the Greenhouse®
The following synthesis
demonstrates that the
2 Unit Entry
3 Staff Station
Model be applied to the inpatient behavioral
Greenhouse® model
is succeeding at both
4 Support Program Core
healthcare unit? We then realized that a variation
better outcomes,
and perceptively improved
5 Seclusion Suite
Lounge
of the Greenhouse® concept, was utilized
at
cultural changes.
organizational
layout67 -Staff
module
Unit Courtyard
a major state facility. In this case, the unit was
8 Typical Cluster Unit
arranged with three neighborhood clusters, each
cluster of had 8 or 9 single bedrooms, supported
by a kitchen and dining room, counselling rooms,
This is a study for a conceptual inpatient unit that
and an outdoor porch. The only missing elements
is consistent with design principles that address
from the Greenhouse model, were living space
the requirements of behavioral healthcare but
and a staffing presence. Although the concept
that also answers the question: is there any
is a creative and laudible, the current staff and
new thinking in the discipline of Behavioral
administration expressed serious functional
Healthcare Design? In order to answer that
criterion as the configuration has proven to be
question, we looked beyond our particular
13
discipline to see if there have been significant
incompatible with their current staffing and
developments with other healthcare building
therapeutic systems.
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1 Unit Entry
2 Consultation Room

3 Den
The Greenhouse®
Model offers a significant
4 Nourishment
Room
departure
from conventional
nursing homes,
5 Group Room
with an6 emphasis
on small 10 bed clusters of
Dining
beds, anchored
by living, dining, and kitchen
7 Living Room
8 Conceirge
Desk could engage in a small
areas, where
patients
9 Medication
Room
homelike
environment.
Another important
10 Office
aspect of this model encouraged patients
11 Sensory Room
to have12much
greater
involvement with their
Typical Patient
Room
treatment
and decision making along with
13 Porch
14 Cluster
more control
of Courtyard
their personal space.

types. Although had not been directly involved
with Skilled Nursing Facilities, we became
reimagining “state of the art” 43
familiar with the Greenhouse@ Model.

The proposal envisions three clusters around a
larger central courtyard with all the required
support services including specialty therapy
and activity spaces, anchored by a more
traditional care desk.
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The question we ask: Can
the Greenhouse Model be
applied to the inpatient
behavioral healthcare unit?

Knight Campus Renovation / Warwick, RI
Brewster Thornton Group Architects
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therapeutic environment
3

1

The vision for this conceptual behavioral
healthcare unit evolved from basic design
principles of: Familiarity, Tranquility, Visibility,
Accessibility, Vitality, and Environmental
Humanity. We have often utilized a “cluster”
concept for the placement of patient
bedrooms, which provides flexibility for the
placement of patient groupings. However, in the
proposed concept, the cluster becomes almost
a stand-alone subunit, with ten private patient
bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms, living and
dining spaces, with access to counseling, quiet
and group activity spaces, and importantly,
with direct access to an outdoor porch, and
an outdoor courtyard, both with direct visibility
a htiw stneitap edivorp ot evitarepmi ehT
position.
sah moorhtafrom
b etiusa
ne staff
h ti w m
oordeb elgnis
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However, this concept will likely require a

redefinition of staff roles and responsibilities
We explored howsuch
as the “Shahbazim” in the Greenhouse®
model. We recognize the fact that this type of
an inpatient bedroom
physical setting will not be successful without a
and a lounge critical re-imagination of the overall therapeutic
environment, including new methodologies for
space may look inthe
a delivery and management of care.
Greenhouse inspired
inpatient unit.
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“Prospective controlled studies of somatic

We strive to include natural light to the greatest

psychological and physiological stress, and
diminishes anger in persons exposed to angerprovoking stressors”. “It appears that no study
has yet investigated whether daylight levels
influence aggression in psychiatric hospitals.
However, research on Alzheimer’s patients
suggests that agitation levels may be lower in
facilities having higher interior light exposure
compared to buildings with less light.” Ullrich et.
al.

consideration of windows and sometimes
skylights to create a sense of openness and a
relationship to nature, not just for the patient
bedroom, but more importantly for public areas
as well. Abundant natural light is a basic design
principle in a setting to provide Environmental
Humanity

hospital inpatients and non-patient groups
extent possible to enhance the Principle of
Reimagining
Behavioral Healthcare Design | Submission
No.
24nature
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6 Environmental
have found that
viewing
reduces
Humanity. This involves careful
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Bank Newport / Newport, RI
DBVW Architects

Roger Williams University SECCM Labs / Bristol, RI
Brewster Thornton Group Architects
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Walden Behavioral Care Center / Dedham, MA
GMI Architects

Plymouth Town Hall / Plymouth, MA
DBVW Architects
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Roger Williams Park Bandstand / Providence, RI
Brewster Thornton Group Architects

East Side Residence / Providence, RI
DBVW Architects

AIA Rhode Island

Taunton City Hall / Taunton, MA
DBVW Architects

Shingle Shocked / Middletown, RI
Brewster Thornton Group Architects
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Citizens Bank Corporate Campus / Johnston, RI
Elkus Manfredi Architects

The Shore House / Narragansett, RI
Lisa Carlisle Architect

AIA Rhode Island

249 Thayer / Providence, RI
ZDS Inc

Providence Public Library / Providence, RI
designLAB architects
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The Hotel Concord / Concord, NH
ZDS Inc

The Upton Residences / Providence, RI
Truth Box Inc

AIA Rhode Island

Col.legi Montserrat / Barcelona, Spain
Fielding Nair International

James McGuire Elementary School / N. Providence, RI
The S/L/A/M Collaborative
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101 Hillside / Providence, RI
Truth Box Inc

Hammetts Hotel / Newport, RI
Union Studio Architecture & Community Design

AIA Rhode Island

Infinite Possibility / Providence, RI
Brown Undergraduate Students

Garrahy Courthouse Parking Garage / Providence, RI
Vision 3 Architects
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Eden Park International / Cranston, RI
Fielding International

Innovate Newport / Newport, RI
Northeast Collaborative Architects

AIA Rhode Island

Sharpe House Renovation & Addition / Providence, RI
KITE Architects

Quest Montessori School / Narragansett, RI
Saccoccio & Associates Architects

2020 Design Awards

Block Island Beach House / New Shoreham, RI
Newport Collaborative Architects

Academy of the Holy Names Middle School / Tampa, FL
Fielding International

AIA Rhode Island

International School of Kazan / Tatarstan, Russia,
Fielding International

Hull’s Pond House / Block Island, RI
Estes Twombly & Titrington, Inc
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COVID Resiliency Response Strategy / No Location
Fielding International

Nelson Center for Entrepreneurship / Providence, RI
3SIX0
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Hundred Acre Cove Residence / Barrington, RI
KITE Architects

A Cabin Afield / Little Compton, RI
from [in] form
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National Grid South Street Station / Providence, RI
KITE Architects

Cranston Stadium Locker Rooms / Cranston, RI
FILARSKI/ARCHITECTURE + PLANNING + RESEARCH
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